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(Cast, performing uncredited hymns)

Choir Mistress Lindy-Jo Free
Choir Stuartholme Choir

The girls’ choir turns up a number of times in proceedings, occasionally as an ironic 
counterpoint to bloody events happening in the woods. The choir mistress is never given a 
reverse shot or close-up:

(Below: the choir’s various appearances)







Vice:

Vice, who play in the school social dance seen in the film, and provide the film’s end title 
song, were a sub-Kiss Queensland band.

A bio for the band’s bass player here provided this brief description of the band:

Will began his musical career as an original founding member of Brisbane's infamous 80's 
rock band Vice,who's dynamic live shows and production,including pyrotechnics, were 
ground breaking and ahead of their time.With elaborate costumes, stage production and Will 
as the fire-breathing bass player Vice quickly became Brisbane's premier rock band,and 
were dubbed Brisbane's 'KISS to the world', playing many of the popular local venues.
Vice represented the Queensland contingent at the first National heavy rock festival, the 
Metal Crusade, held at Selina's in Sydney.

ABC radio’s JJJ in June 2013 reported here the band as reforming and provided a link to an 
official website here.

That site provided this historical background, as well as tracking later activities:

Emerging during the heavy metal/glam rock resurgence in the early to mid eighties, Vice was 
formed amid a tumultuous era of politics and protest, but also an era of burgeoning musical 
opportunity.
Brisbane, Australia was very much seen as a backwater town devoid of culture and seething 
with corruption both from government and a police force bent on curbing creativity and self-
expression at any level. Despite this, Brisbane’s music industry was thriving and gave rise to 
a plethora of acts that challenged the status quo and sought to provoke, entertain, and offer 
an experience unlike any other.
In these days Vice was commonly regarded as Brisbane’s premier band of its type. A Vice 
show consisted of pyrotechnics, smoke, blood, and a high energy performance, usually 
performed to crowds averaging from three to fifteen hundred avid fans. Their stage show 
was pulled directly from popular arena rock acts of the day and provided the local heavy 
metal and hard rock fans with  a hometown version to cheer.
Although denied a commercial recording deal, Vice produced several self-funded recordings 
that were moderately successful both locally and overseas, but major success eluded the 
band and it finally disbanded in the early nineties with the advent of changing tastes, new 
musical styles, and a drop in the popularity of hard rock/metal in general.

Lyrics:

Lyrics for the song which runs over the end credits:

https://www.bandmix.com.au/the-bassist/
https://www.triplejunearthed.com/artist/vice-brisbane
https://www.triplejunearthed.com/artist/vice-brisbane
http://www.vice-officialsite.com/


Told long ago, soothsayers foresight
Blood moon arising, stay home on this night
Seal only the crimson, steals over th’ edge
The colour of sweet lips, mmm, by these enmeshed,
(Several voices) Blood moon arising, blood moon arising
Blood moon arising, over building and over hill
Yes, run with your heart girl, or dare
Dare if you will ….

It passes so quickly, this rust-coloured moon
For many a failure in ecstasy’s bloom
Fate gives you love, and takes it away
Blood moon’s the messenger, and death …
Death is its rayyyy …
(chorus) Blood moon … blood moon arising
Blood moon arising …blood moon arising
Over building and over hill
Yes, run with your heart girl, or dare
Dare if you will ...

(Below: Vice as they appear at the school social)









CD Release:

The score for the film was released by 1M1. Neither the choir nor Vice seemed to make the 
cut:



CD 1M1CD1006 (DDD) 1990
Music Composed and Conducted by Brian May
All Music published by Nabrid Music Pty. Ltd. 
Recording Engineer: Robin Gray
Recorded at Allan Eaton Studios, Melbourne
Produced by Philip Powers
Digital Mastering: Meredith Brooks, CBS Mastering, Sydney

Main Title (3’47”)
Grave Digging/Next Morning (2’33”)
Lover’s Lane (1’48”)
Romance And Murder (2’33”)
The Rock Pool (2’13”)
Break-In (1’59”)
Where Is He? (1’59”)
A Double Killing (7’10”)
Myles’ Plan (3’37”)
Police (3’14”)



Myles Reveals (3’16”)
Law On The Way (3’56”)
Final Attack (3’01”)
The Last Act (3’21”)

Composer Brian May:

Composer Brian May usually attracts attention for his work for films such as the first two Mad 
Maxes, and for Tony Ginnane shows such as Patrick.

However also worked with director Brian Trenchard-Smith on the cult horror classic, Turkey 
Shoot, and his admirers argue that he delivered a relatively restrained - and therefore more 
effective score - for Trenchard-Smith in Frog Dreaming (aka The Quest).

While there are some effective moments in the score for Bloodmoon - May also scored 
director Alec Mills’ subsequent thriller Dead Sleep - and May received an ARIA nomination 
for Bloodmoon, there is no way his score could overcome a badly written, directed and acted 
show, and in certain scenes, his work adds to the risibility level. For a more positive 
assessment, see below. 

Born 28th July 1934, composer Brian May began life in music studying piano, violin and 
conducting at the Elder Conservatorium in Adelaide. He joined the ABC in 1957, and formed 
the ABC Adelaide  Big Band, and when he was 35, he moved to Melbourne to take charge of 
the ABC's Show Band there, making his radio debut with the band in 1969.

May started to record television underscore, most notably arranging and recording George 
Dreyfus's score for the ABC goldfields drama Rush.

May became interested in composing for feature films, and The True Story of Eskimo Nell 
was his first score. It also marked the beginning of a collaboration with director Richard 
Franklin, perhaps most successful in the 1977 thriller Patrick. In turn, this led to other film 
scores for producer Antony Ginnane, including Snapshot and Harlequin for director Simon 
Wincer, and perhaps most importantly to the score for Mad Max (though cultists will have a 
soft spot for Turkey Shoot in 1982).



The story goes that producer Bryon Kennedy and director George Miller were convinced 
there was no one in Australia who could compose the score for their film, but when they were 
having dinner one evening with Franklin, Miller asked what Bernard Hermann score was 
playing on Franklin's stereo. 

It turned out that it was May's score for Patrick, and so May got the gig. May would also do 
the score for the second Mad Max, but Universal preferred to go with Jerry Goldsmith when 
they gave the chance of making Psycho II to Franklin. May also lost to out Maurice Jarre for 
the third Max Max, and turned to writing the score for the TV mini-soap Return to Eden in 
1986. 

May did write a few more horror film scores, but his later titles were not as appealing as his 
early work. 

May had done the score for producer Ginnane's ghost chiller The Survivor, directed by David 
Hemmings, before working with Hemmings again on the Race for the Yankee Zephyr, and he 
would also in the same year do the score for Richard Franklin's Roadgames - Franklin had 
originally been slated to direct Yankee Zephyr.

May's wiki is here, and it now mentions his first feature film score - an important step in his 
career - but it remains careless with chronology.

There is a sympathetic study of his work here in the form of an obituary, up at time of writing 
February 2017.

(Below: composer Brian May, the last an advertisement in Cinema Papers, February-March 
1985)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brian_May_(composer)
http://www.filmscoremonthly.com/daily/article.cfm?articleID=2211




(Below: The Age 26th April 1977 and then The Age 2nd May 1977):





May’s Musical Modernism:

Rebecca Coyle and Michael Hannan wrote a piece which looked at various Brian May 
scores, under the header Musical Modernism in Brian May’s Australian Film Scores. At time 
of writing, the piece in full could be found here.

This was the relevant section in relation to Bloodmoon, though the arguments in favour of 
May’s work won’t cut much ice for those who think this was one of May’s weakest efforts, 
harmed even more by being made to accompany a truly dire film.

http://www.screeningthepast.com/2011/11/musical-modernism-in-brian-may%E2%80%99s-australian-film-scores/


…Film Music Analysis III: Bloodmoon

Bloodmoon is a serial killer horror film set in and around a Catholic girls’ boarding school 
called St. Elizabeth’s, and its horror sequences lend themselves to modernist music 
techniques. The film is scored for an orchestra without any brass instruments or oboes, 
however all cues include electronic music parts—using the Roland D-50 Linear synthesizer 
and the Kurzweil K250 12-voice polyphonic digital synthesizer.
Eleven of the thirty-six cues written by Brian May are scored entirely for synthesizers—
usually six parts using different combinations of both types of synthesizer. These entirely 
synthesized cues are applied for both the tonal and atonal styles. This mixture of orchestral 
instruments and synthesizers can be interpreted as a way to cut the cost of hiring brass 
players[45], but it also provides the composer with an opportunity to explore new 
combinations of traditional and electronic instrumental timbres; and to contrast electronic and 
orchestral sonic textures. For example, one of the terror sequences early in the film is a 
combination of a fully synthesized cue and a cue scored for orchestra and synthesizers. 
Jackie (Jo Munro), one of the St. Elizabeth’s schoolgirls, sneaks out late at night and enters 
the forest adjoining the school, an area known as Lover’s Lane. She is intending to 
rendezvous with Rich (Gregory Pamment), a boy from the Winchester Boys’ School who she 
fancies. 
To evoke the spookiness of the forest with moonlight filtering through the trees, Brian May 
uses a static electronic music texture without any discernable beat. A low-held string-tone 
signals imminent danger. Some scatty flute notes (referred to in the score as “short bits”) are 
subjected to echo effects that further reinforce the unsettling atmosphere. A high violin-like 
trill and more flute echo accompany Jackie as she searches vainly in the near-darkness for 
Rich. The addition of a dissonant minor ninth interval to the low-held tone adds to the 
tension; followed by the layering of a strange pitch-bending of vocal-sounding chords and 
high string-like chords, which leads to the scene’s climax where Jackie discovers the 
mutilated body of Rich.
This sequence merges seamlessly with a following cue scored for percussion, harp, 
woodwinds, strings and two Roland D50 synthesizers. On a zoom to Rich’s body we hear a 
complex texture consisting of a loud tam tam (flat gong) and a bass drum crash, an agitated 
repeated angular cello figure, a high dissonant synth and strings chord, and a strongly 
performed repeated harp pattern, immediately followed by a dramatic low tremolo strings 
chord.  
As Jackie takes off running, action music consisting of a dense texture of very rapid repeated 
patterns overlapping in the strings rise higher and higher until she stops running. At this point 
the music, a high tremolo dissonant held string chord, becomes relatively static, reflecting 
Jackie’s pause and accommodating the audibility of the murderer’s breathy voice: “Hello 
Jackie I’ve been waiting for you”. Cutting to a medium shot of the full moon glimpsed through 
trees, May uses a shimmering texture of rapid harp glissando up and down, a triangle 
tremolo, and a higher held strings and synth chord. 
As Jackie takes off running again, there is a return to the previous high-held note, which is 
combined with a new low angular melodic pattern in cellos, basses, synth and timpani that 
adds a plodding effect to suggest Jackie’s physical exhaustion. This idea ceases for Jackie’s 
next pause and the murderer’s threat—“Jackie did you think you’d get away from me?”—but 
the high held note continues. 
Jackie takes off running again, accompanied by the previously heard dense texture of rapid 
repeated patterns in the strings rising higher and higher in pitch until she stops once again 
and the voice is also heard. An octave triplet pattern in the violins accompanies a three-note 
falling semitonal motif as Jackie picks up a rock and starts to run again. The motif is 
repeated a step lower against the octave triplet pattern, which itself is repeated a semitone 
step lower. The falling music patterns further emphasise Jackie tiredness. 
As Jackie throws the rock in the direction where she thinks the murderer is hiding, there is a 

http://www.screeningthepast.com/2011/11/musical-modernism-in-brian-may%E2%80%99s-australian-film-scores/#_edn45


falling semitone two-note motif, followed by a climactic flourish of tremolo strings and a 
timpani roll as she screams, then is strangled with a ring of barbed wire placed around her 
neck from behind.
Both these music cues demonstrate clear uses of modernist techniques. The all-synth cue 
uses complex rhythms and textural organisation and is clearly non-metrical. 
The archived score manuscript for this cue is not fully notated, indicating that some of the 
detail was improvised in May’s electronic music studio. The cue employs not only digitally 
generated electronic sounds but also electronic manipulations of sounds. The second cue 
follows the action and dramatic mood of the scene very closely, but the structure of the 
editing provides the opportunity for May to use a large number of different musical ideas 
within a very short space of time. 
None of the musical ideas can be related to the structural conventions of tonal (pre-
modernist) musical styles but, instead, angular melodic patterns, dissonant chords, changing 
time signatures and complex textural interrelations between the different instrumental and 
electronic music parts are featured.
May’s scores for Bloodmoon were followed by compositions for films such as Freddie’s 
Dead: The Final Nightmare (Rachel Talalay, 1991) in which the techniques he introduced in 
the Australian features were exploited in productions intended for the US as the primary 
market. The modernist compositional techniques employed by May in the Australian film 
scores discussed above assisted in identifying these films as a new approach for Australian 
cinema for local and international audiences.


